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396

ROSIER 10
Rosier 10
Central Antwerp ➀
+32 (0)489 27 99 99
www.rosier10.be

397

ROOM NATIONAL
Nationalestraat 24
Central Antwerp ➀
+32 (0)473 73 56 50
www.roomnational.be

398

linnen
Lijnwaadmarkt 9
Central Antwerp ➀
+32 (0)475 76 30 74
www.cocktailsatnine.be

204

399

Falconplein 51
University Quarter ➂
+32 (0)475 59 59 83
www.yellowsubmarine.be

400
Rosanne Stevens has created a sublime
B&B in a 19th century house in the
heart of the old town. The four rooms
are named Matin, Midi, Soir and Minuit,
each with a style to fit the name. So
Morning is white and clean, while
Midnight is dark and sexy.

YELLOW SUBMARINE

LUXE SUITES
STUDIO 1-2-3
Lange Lozanastraat 16
Southern Antwerp ➆
+32 (0)3 226 35 52
www.studios123.be

The Falconplein used to be a dodgy
neighbourhood, but it has lately become
quite fashionable. You can see this for
yourself if you stay at this stylish B&B.
It has three rooms furnished in a cool
minimalist style. Elke Urbain ensures
her guests have everything they need.
Davy Brocatus and Anatoly Nefedov
have created a stylish B&B above their
dance studio in southern Antwerp. The
two suites are spacious and stylish, with
separate kitchens and a terrace. The
rooms are equipped with everything
you might need, including fresh flowers,
bath robes and toothbrushes.

The fashion sisters Violetta and Vera
Pepa have created a cool B&B above a
shop near the fashion museum. Room 01
has a minimalist look, with bare wooden
floors and a separate little bedroom,
while room 69 is decorated in the style
of the 1960s. No breakfast here, but
there are good cafés all around.
Located under the Cathedral spire,
this urban hideaway occupies an 18th
century town house with a cocktail
bar on the ground floor. The three
guest rooms are decorated in a warm
contemporary style that blends well with
the historic architecture.
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